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For an arbitrary ideal 1 on the regular cardinal K we con~der lhe problem of refimng a gwen 
collectlot, {A~ a < ~} ~_ ~(K)-1 by another colh.cuon {B~ c~ < ~}~ ~(~)-1 so that the ~ets m 
the latter collechon are as nearly pa~rnv~se d~slolnt as pos,,,ble In th~s context we d~scuss 
regularity of ultrafilters, aturation of ideas and ~ome problems of Fodor and Ulam 
0. Introduction 
We begin by establtshmg some notation Throughout h~s paper p. will denote 
an mfintte cardinal, K will always denote an uncountable regular cardinal, and we 
wall use the phrase "'tdeal on K" to mean "proper uniform tdeal on K'" That ts, to 
say I is an ~deal on ~ means that I t s  a collection of subsets of ~ that ~s closed 
under the takmg of subsets and finite umons and, moreover, [K] <~ ~_ I~  ~(~)  If 
I t s  an tdeal on K, then I + denotes ~(K) - I  (the sets ol "'positive I-measure") and 
I* = {X c K K -X  ~ I} (the sets of " I -measure one") if A c I ) , then the restric- 
t lono f  I to A t s the  tdeal I IA={X~_K X71A~I}  
We use NS. to denote the (normal) tdeal of non-stah~,nary subsets of K If X ~s 
a set of ordmals, then OT(X) denotes the order type of X If ~t={A.  c~<A} and 
={B~ a <A} are two collecttons of sets mdexed by an ordinal A, then ~ ts 
called a refinement of ~ fff B~ c_ A~ for every a < A The followmg nohon of 
regularity ot an 1deal provtdes a s~multaneous generahzattc,n of some problems 
dealing with uniform ultrafilters on K and K-complete ideals on K 
Definition 0.1. (i) Suppose (•ln A2, A3) IS a trtple of ordinals and I ts an ideal on 
K If .~={A~ ot<A3}~I +, then a refinement o~--{B~ c~<A } is called an 
l - (A l ,  A2, A3)-re]inement of M tff ~_  I + and (~) holds 
If X~A3 and OT(X)~A2,  then OT(N{B.  a~X})~<A~ (*) 
(n) An ideal I on K ts called CA1, A=, A~)-regular lff every A~ indexed collecUon 
M = {A~' < A~} ~ I + has an I-CA1, Az, A3)-refinement 
0ii) An ideal I on K Is called regular tff it ts (0. ~0, K)-regular 
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Notice that ~t I ~s a max imal  ~d'al  on ~ 0 e I e ~s a uniform ultrafilter on ~), 
then I ~ (a~.X>a,) - regnlar  ~ff there eMsts a collectmn s~={A,~ ~<Adc_ l  + 
sah,,lymg (~) of Def imhon 0 1(~ Hence the following defimt~ons are equ,valcnt 
to tile usual ones (see [~, I 1]) 
DefinRion 0.2. If °// ~s a uniform ultrafilter on I t '  and °R = 1*, then OR ~s called 
(ll (g, g') - tegular  ~11 I ~s (0, ~, / , ')-regular, 
(n) weakly tit, ~*)-~egular ~ff I ~s (It, Ix,/-t~)-regular, 
m~) ~It + 1, Ix*)-regular ~ff 1 ~s (0, g+ 1, I t ' )-~egular, 
I~) regular ~ff I ~s ~egulm 
Part of the motivation for Defimtion 0 l comes from Fodor's queshon (see [21t 
asking whether or not NS~, is (0, 2, ¢o~)-regular (I e can every cel lectmn of co~ 
stationary subsets of c% be re fned by a collection of pmrw~se chslomt s lahonarv 
sets '~) Baumgartner et al [2] show that this ~s really a question about the degree 
of saturation of NS .... In particular, they show that an a||i~inat~ve answer to 
Fodor's quest|on hes m strength between Ulam's  themem [21] that NS .... ~s 
nowhere w~-saturated and the conjecture that NS,,,, ~s nowhere ¢o2-salurated 
Def in i t ion  0 .3 .  0) If I t s  a u-complete ideal on K, then x~c will say that I satMles 
Fodo~'s property flt I is (0, 2. ~)-regular 
It would seem that our dcfinlt~on oi regular 1deal ~s more geared to the 
consldexatlon ot ultrafilters than of K-complete ideals on ~, Th,,t ~t,, ~h, le 
10, oa, ~,)-regularlty is tile mo,t  one can expect lrom ultrafilters, tt might seem 
more natural to resmve tile phxase 'regular K-complete ~dcal on ,,'" t~}~ those 
Ideals sahstymg Fodor s property Wc show m •eCtlOn 5 that we call have it both 
ways That ~s, the regular K-complete Meals on K are precisely the ones satisfying 
Fodox's property Hence, Defimtlon 0 1 gives a simultaneous generahzat lon o[ a 
regularity notion for umfoHn ultrafilters on tx and a saturahon notion for 
It -complete Meals on /x' it is well-kvown that analogms persls~ with le, pcct to 
consequences of and arguments pertam,ng to saturated ~deals the one !,and 
and nonqegula~ ultrahltms on the other Much of our approach ,ere ~s to use 
l )ehmtmn 0 l to both explore and to exploit these analogms 
In Section 1 we consMer a simultaneous generahzauon of the notions of 
normal ideal and 'weakly normal ultrafllter'" and we estabhsh some weak 
~c~ulanty results m this context hat will be needed later In Section 2 we combine 
tht.se w~th some known results m order to prove that every uniform uttrahlter on 
~ is both (it + 1, tx~)-regular (answering a question ot Benda [511 and weakly 
lit, It ' )-regular (answmmg a question of Pnkry) 
Sechon 3 contains a number of results about saturated 1deals While thest: 
results are needed m Sechons 4 through 7. they seem to be of some interest in 
thmr own right For example, we show that evmy oJe-saturated ~o~-complele 1deal 
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on oJ t is the intersection of countably many isorrtorphs of normal oJ2-saturated 
ideals on ~o 
Section 4 is the "K-complete analogue" ol Section 2, and we show here that 
every /z ~ -complete ideal on /~' is both (0, /~+ 1, i~' ~-regular and tl , /~, p.+)- 
regular In analogy with Kanamorl's theorem on regular uhrafilters~ we also show 
that if/~ is singular then every /~"-complete ideal on /~ ~ (0, ix,/z I-regular 
As indicated above, SeCtlOi, 5 deals with the relationship between regular ideals 
and ideals satisfying Fodor's property 
An old question of Ulam [7, Problem 81] asks ff there can exist a collection 2; 
of to~-complete ideals on w~ ~uch that I~1 = ¢o~ and for every X ~_ to z there Is some 
I~,~ such that X~IU I  r A consequence of the results in Section 6 IS the 
equivalence between the exbtenee ot such a tamlly consisting entirely of normal 
~deals and the existence of an oJ~-complete non-regular 1deal on ~0~ 
In Sechon 7 we show that there is a non-regular ~0~-complete ideal on ~0L lff 
there is an w~-complete ideal I on wj such that ~(coj)/ l  has a dense set ot size ~oj 
Th~s result (strengthening a theorem ot Baumgartner et al [2]) was noticed 
independently by Balcar and Vojtfi~ 11] In this section we also show that MA~, 
implies that all w~-complete ideals on ~o~ are regular The analogous result for 
ultrafilters is due to Laver Hence MA~, s~.ttles Fodor's problem and the "normal 
version'" of Ulam's problem 
We are grateful to James Baumgartner, Fred Galvm, Kenneth Kunen, Richard 
Laver and Start Wagon for discussions and correspondence oncerning the prob- 
lems considered here Their specd~c ontributions will be noted at the appropriate 
places We would also like to thank the referee tor several suggestions that have 
been incorporated into the final version of this paper, and, m particular, for 
providing the present version of Theorem 5 1 
1. Weakly normal ideals 
Definition 1.1. An ideal I on K will be called weakly  norm~ I lff every lunctlon f 
that ~s regressive on a set of positive /-measure is bounde¢, on a set of posm~e 
/-measure 
Notlce that if I is a K-complete ideal on K, then l is weakly normal lff_, ! ~s 
normal, and if I is maximal, then 1 is weakly normal lff U is a weakly normal 
ultrafilter m the usual sense (see [10, 11]) It is eas;  to see that if I Is a weakly 
normal ideal on K, then {a ~ K a Is a successor ordlnal}~ I In fact, it turns out 
that NS~ c I whenever I is a weakly normal ideal on 
The following theorem about weakly normal ideals will allow us to immedlatly 
derive the desired weak regularity results for weakly normal ultrafilters and 
normal ideals The idea behind the proof has been used by Ketonen [13] and 
others m the context of ultrafiiters and Galvm [2] and others m the conte'~.t of 
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~-complete ~deals on ~¢ We are gratelul to Fred Galwn for bringing th~s basic idea 
to our attention 
Theorem 1.2. Suppose I Is a weakly normal Meal on K and {S,, a <K}c_ I ~ ts 
gwen Then there exists a refinement {A,, a < K}c I ÷ of {S~ a < K} such that (1) 
and (2) hold 
(l) I f  X~_ K and ,~ ~{A, ,  a cX} ,  then OT(Xl~cf(,~) 
(2) I f  ~ ,  ~,_ ~ ['I{A~ a ~ X} and OT(X) = cf(s¢l)--- cf(~2), then E~ =,~2 
Proof. Let B = {~ < K ~ is a hmlt ordinal} and notice that B ~ I* since I Is weakly 
normal For each ,~cB let f~ cf(~)-->~ be a stnctly increasing function whose 
range is cofinal m ~ We define sets {A~ a < K} and ordmals {IX~ a < K} simul- 
taneously by reduction Suppose A~ and Ix~ have been defined for all ¢1 <a and 
~uppose that IX~<K for every ¢ t<a Let Ix'.=sup{ix~ /3<a} and let A,'~= 
S ,~B- ( /x '~+I )  Then Ix '<~ so A'~I '  Define ~ A'~--*K by 
g~(~) = lnf {f~(~) IX~, < f~(~)} 
Then g~ ~s regressive on A"  so there eMsts a set A .  e F and an ordinal IX~ such 
that A.c_A~ and IX '</ .G<K and ~(A , , )c /x .  Hence, for every ~A~ there 
eMsts 3e ~ cf (£) such that IX" < f~(8~) < g~ Th~s defines A,, and g,~ and completes 
the construction of {A.  a < ¢} and {IX,, a < K} 
To see that property (~) ~s satisfied, suppose X~_¢ and ~ ~{A,, a~X} 
Consider the funcnon h~ X--~range (f~l where 
Ik(a) = g.{~) 
Notice first that ~t a ~ X, then ~ ~ A .  ~ A"  so g.(~) ~s defined Moreover, h~ ~s an 
order preserving map, since ~t a~. a ,e  X and a~ <a> then 
h~ (a~) = g~,(~) < IX,~, ~ Ix" < ~ (,~) = h~(a:) 
Hence OT(X)~cf  (~) 
Finally, to prove (2) we show that ff OT(Xt=cf (~)  and ~ N{A,. a ~ X}. then 
~=sup{g~ a~K} As above we have that ff a~,a2eX and a~<a2,  then 
hgcq)</x . ,  < h~(a2)< Ix~, and hz ~s an order preserving map from X to the range 
of ]~ Hence ~" = sup (range (ft)) - sup (h~ (X)) = sup {g~, a c X} Assertion (2) now 
follows ~mmedmtely 
Corollary 1.3. I] I is a weakly normal ideal on K and {~ < K cf ( ~) ~ IX} c I*, then I 
is (0, IX+ 1, KI-tegular and I ts (1, IX, K)-regular 
Corollary 1.4. !] I is a weakly normal ldc2l on K and {~ < n cf (,~) < IX} c I ~, then 1 
~ (0,/x, K)-regular "'- 
2. Weak regularity of ultrafilters 
In this section we combme the results of Section 1 with some known results of 
Kanamon and Ketonen m order to show that every umform ultrafilter on IX ~ is 
both (ix+ 1,/x')- legular and weakly (IX, Ix ~ )-regular 
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If OR Is a umtorm ultrafilter on K, then a function f r ~ K is stud to be bounded 
(mod OR) provided that {~< K f(~j)<a}~ OR for some a < K Otherwise, f is called 
unbounded (mod OR I, and m this case the uniform ultrafilter f,(OR) is defined by 
X~f,(OR) iff f ~(X)eoR 
The uniform ultrafilter OR on K Is called a P-point lff every function f K ~ K is 
either bounded (mod OR) or less than K to 1 on a set A coR (i e If-~(a)nAl<K 
for every ~ < ~). OR is a weakly normal uitrafilter lff OR is uniform and every 
regresswe function f" K ~ K is bounded (mod q/) In particular then, OR is a weakly 
normal ultrafilter on K iff OR*= I ~s a weakly normal ~deal (m the sense of 
Definmon 1 1) Hence the results of Section 1 allow us to lmmedmtely denve the 
following result, at least part of which may well have been noticed independently 
by others 
Theorem 2.1. If OR ~s a weakly normal ultrajfilter on ix+ and OR = I*, then I ~s both 
(0, IX + 1, IX ')-regular and (1, ix, OL~)-regular 
In order to dense results from the above for umform ultrafilters on ix ' that are 
not weakly normal, we need the tollowing well-known results of Ketonen 9nd 
Kanamon together w~th one easy lemma (which we state m somewhat me, re 
generahty than ~s actually required for our present purposes) 
Theorem 2.2. (1) (Ketonen [5]) S~tppose °lt is a umfotm ultrafilter on ix~ that is 
not (~, ix')-regular Then for every f ix+--~ix+ that ts unbounded (mod oR) there 
etlsts a set X ~ all such that f I X zs less than ix to l In particular, OR ts a P-point 
tdtrafilter 
(2) (Kanamon [10]) Suppose ~1 ts a unzform ultrafilter on ix~ that ts not 
(ix, ix ~)-regular Then there extsts a fur, ctzon f ix+-~ix÷ such that f .(OR ) t,s weakly 
normal 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose °ll ts a uniform ultrafilter on r, that ts not (At, A2, A O-regular 
Suppose f K--~ K is unbounded (rood OR) and OT (f(X)) > A j whenever OT (X)> 
Al and X ~ K Then f,(OR) ts not (At, A2, A~)-regular 
We omit the easy proof of Lemma 2 3 and state now the weak regularity results 
for ultrafilters that follow from the above 
Theorem 2.4. For any uniform ultrafilter °11 on the successor cardinal K = Ix+ the 
following hold 
(1) OR ts (ix+ 1, ix+)-regular 
(2) There extsts {A,~ ot<ix+}~_OR such that Ifq{A,~ t~X}I<IX  whenever IX[>~ 
IX 
(3) OR is weakly (IX, ix+)-regular. 
Assertion (1) answers a question of Benda [5] and assertion (3) answers a 
question of Pnkry, who obtained (3) under the assumption that 2 K = K + (see [9, 
11]) 
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Theorem 2 4(2~ shows that for any uniform ultrafilter ~ on to~ there is a 
collection tA,, a<¢o~}c_~ such that ~{A~ aeX} is fimte whenever  X is an 
mhmte subset of to~ The following example (provided by the referee) shows that 
any extension of this rcsult would reqmre proving that ever¢ uniform ultrafilter on 
oJ~ is regular 
Let q/ be a uniform ultrafilter on ¢o~ that is not (to, oJ~)-regular Since °R is not 
¢ountably complete there exists a patrwlse disjoint parht lon {A. n ~ to} of to~ into 
~ets not m @~ let {B,, oe <w~} be a partit ion of oJ~ into pmrw~se disjoint sets such 
that IB,~l=n ff o~A, ,  Let 
F=[Xgto l  ~n{a<tot  IB.-Xl-<n}e~} 
Then F ~s a uniform (proper) filter on o~ and *o can be extended to a uniform 
ultrafilter ~ '  which ~s easily seen not to be (n, to, to , )-regular for any n ~ to 
The referee also notes the following hm~tat~on on ~mprovmg Theorem 2 4(2) 
for cardinals ~ = ix* >~% Suppose G C,H holds and OR ~s a umform ultrafilter on 
Ix ~ winch ~s not (Ix, Ix* )-regular If A < ix and OR' ~s any uniform ultrafilter on A, 
then the product 0//xoR' ~s not (% IX, /x ~ )-regular for any y<A 
Ketonen has shown [13] that ff 0g ~s a weakly normal ultrafilter on ~ and I-t ~s a 
cardinal ess than ~, then OR Is (Ix, ~)-regular ~tt {a < ~ cf (a)  < Ix} ~ OR From th~s 
and Theorem 1 2 we get the following generahzat~on f Theorem 2 1 
Theorem 2.5. Supoose Ix is a caramal less than t¢ and OR ts a weakly normal 
(ix+, ~<)-wgular uhralilter on i< Then ~ ts both (Ix + 1, K)-regular and (1, p,, K)- 
regular 
To conclude this section we note that Magtdor has recently shown [16] that ff 
the existence of a huge cardinal ~s consistent, then ~t ~s consistent tt 'at there ~s a 
umtorm ultrafilter on to: that is not (to, toe)-regular Whether  or not there can be 
ore. on to. that ~s not (cot. ~%)-regular ~s open 
3. Saturated ideals 
Our goal m this sechon and the next ~s to show that every Ix~-complete ideal I 
on ix ) , ,  both (0, Ix+ l, ix + )-regular and (1,/x, Ix+)-regular Our  approach wdl 
roughly parallel that of Section 2, where the analogous results for uniform 
ultrafiltcr~ on ix+ were estabhshed That  is, we use the results of Section 1 to 
obmm &e conclusion for normal 1deals on ix~ and then we reduce the general 
case to th~s one For uniform ultrafilters on Ix', th~s reduction was made posstble 
by results ol Ketonen and Kanamon For K-complete 1deals on K, however, we 
must prove some theorems about saturated ideals m oraer  to make this reduction 
go through Th~s ~s our primary motivation for the considerations of th~s ~eeUon, 
although the results obtmned here seem to be of some interest m thmr own right 
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Our  starting point  ~s to generahze some of the ultrafilter notions introduced at 
the beginning of Section 2 to the context of r -complete  ~deals on r Suppose then 
that l ~s a r -complete  ~deal on r, A function ] ~-÷~¢ will be called unbounded 
(rood I) provided that f ~(a)6 ! for every a <r  If ] ~ unbounded (rood I), then 
thc a-complete ~deal f , ( l )  ~s defined by 
X~f , (1 )  fit f ' (X)~I .  
If J ~s also a K-complete ~deal on r,  then I and J are stud to be ~somorph~¢ 
(denoted l=-J) ~ff J =f , ( I )  for some bqect lon f ~- -~ If I-~.I and J ~s some 
normal ideal on r, then I ~s called a normal ~somorph 
The K-complete ~deal 1 on ~ will be called a P-point provided that every 
f ~---, ~c ~s e~ther constant on a set of posalve / -measure or less than ~ to 1 on a 
set of I -measure one In particular then, ff I is a P-point  and [ ~s unbounded 
(rood I), then there exists a set X ~ I* such that [f ~(c~) fq X] < ~ for every c~ < g It 
should be noted that our defimt~on of "P -po int  ~deal" ~s d~fferent than the not ion 
used by Kanamon m [10] 
The followmg result ~s ~he analogue of Ketonen's theorem 2 2, and ~t ~s. of 
course, d~rectly msp~red by the work of Benda and Ketonen [5] 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose r ts a su(cesso~ cardinal and I :s a ~-complete ~+-saturated 
tdeal on ~ Then I ts  a P-point tdeal 
Proof. Let ¢=tx  ~ and suppose f K---,~ shows that I t s  not a P-point  Then 
~(c~l~ l for every a<~ and for every X~I  ~" we have that IXAf  ~(at l=g for 
some ~ < N 
Claim. It g K'--,K, then the set B~={~<u go/ (~: )<~}~I '  
Proof of claim. SupposeB~ I and let 
Then (~ = K - B~ so C~ c I ~ Hence. there is some a < K such that ICz Nf  '(~)1 = 
~, so ,~." can choose ~ c C~ n]  ~(c~) such that ~> g(a) But then g o[I,~'~ = g(](O) = 
g(~<~ so ¢~C~ This proves the clmm 
Let {g~ c~ < r+~ be a collection of eventually d~fferent functlons mapping ~c to 
~: That ts, if a</3<K ~ then IAgr~.,-(g~.g~Jl<K where Agree(g .  g~)= 
{~j< K "M(O = g~(O} Such a collection always exists 
Fo~ each ~<K let 3'~ ~--~/~ be one to one (Recall that r=p.*  ) for each 
a<K*  defire h,  B~--->p. by 
Then B~ c l '  (by the claim) and if ~E B~., then g~(f (~))<~ so h~(O is well- 
dehncd an J  less than /x 
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Since I Is ~¢-complete it is possible to choose, for each a <K ~, a set X,, c_ B~. 
and an ordinal /x,~ </x  such that X,~ e I ~ and h,~(X,~) --{/x,,} Nov, choose y_c ~¢+ 
and h</z  such that IYI=K ÷ and /x,~ =h for all ae  Y 
We claim that {X~ a ~ Y} shows that I is not r+-saturated Suppose. for 
contradiction, that X,~ f3 X~ =~ I + for some {a,/3} ~ [Y]~- Since 
1{6<K X,~fqX6~f  ~(~)#0} l=r  we can choose ~X~,~Xv such that f (~)> 
sup Agree (g~, g~) Then h~(~) = h = ti~(~) so 3'~(g.(/(~))) = 3'~(g~(f(~))) But 3'~ ~s 
one to one, so g~(f(~))=ge(f(l j)) This contradicts the fact that f (~)> 
sup ~gree  (g~, g~) and completes the proof 
If I lS a K-complete ideal on K, then a function f K ~ K is called mcompresstble 
for 1 provided that f is unbounded (mod 1) and for every g K---~K, ff 
{~j<K g(~)<f (~)}c I  ~, 
then g ~s constant on a set of positive / -measure The importance of this notion 
hes m the following 
Theorem 3.2 (Solova~ [18]) If 1 ts a K-complete K~-saturated ideal on K, then 
there etlsts a fieictto~ ] ,~ ---~: that ts incompressible for I and in tlns case [ . ( I )  is a 
norma~ K+-saturated ideal on K 
Solovay indicates in [18] two ways to prove Theorem 3 2, one using Boolean 
ultrapowers and orle being purely combinatorial  Wc have another  combinatorial  
proof of this that we plan to include In [4] It is important  for our purposes to 
notice that for the situation described in Theorera 3 2 not only is f . ( I )  a normal 
K %saturated ideal on K but in fact f . ( I  I A)  is a normal K+-saturated I eal on K for 
every A ~ I ~ 
Theoiems 3 1 and 3 2 yield the following characterization theorem for satu- 
rated Ideals on successor cardinals Its present form owes much to James 
Baumvartner  and Stan Wagon 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose K = t.U and I is an Ideal on K Then I is K~-saturated and 
K-complete lff there exists A <~ Ix and a patrwlse dlslomt partition {A~, ot < h} of ~: 
such that for each a < h I I A= ts isomorphic to a normal K +-saturated ~deal on ~¢ 
Proof. The right to left direction is easy and lett to the reader For the left to 
right direction, note that by Solovay's Theorem 3 2 (and the remark in the 
paragraph after it) thele exists a function f K--*K such that f , ( I ]A )  is a normal 
K t-saturated ideal on K for every set A e I ÷ By Theorem 3 1 there exists a set 
Xc I*  such that If ~(a)f f lX[<K for evely a<r  Let B.=/ - l (a ) f3X  and let 
/x,~ =IB,~I For each a<K let ~b~ ~</z.,} enumerate B,. and for each ~<p.  let 
A t = {b~ a < •} Then I.J {A~ ~ </~} ~ I*, A~, VI A~2 = 0 if ~l # ~2. and f I A~ is one 
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to one for each ~ < ix Thus, for each tj < ix either A L ~- I or else I I A~ ~ f , ( I  I A~) 
and f , (1 [ A~) is a normal K ' -saturated ideal on K 
Corol lary 3.4. I f  K ts a successor cardinal and I zs a K+-saturated K-complete ideal 
on K, then I can be written as the intersection of fewer than K normal Isomorphs 
Proof.  Let {A~ a < h} be as m Theorem 3 3 and for each cx < h let N,~ = I I A,~ 
Then st is easy to see that I=  ("I{N~ a<)~} 
Several people independently noticed that Theorem 3 3 is best possible m the 
sense that "'h ~< ix'" cannot be replaced by "h  < g"  Perhaps the cleanest descrip- 
tion of an example showing thls is the following (provided by Kunen and included 
with his permission) Let 1 be a K m-saturated K-complete 1deal on K = tx + and 
define an ideal J on ix × K by 
J={X~IX×K Vc¢<IX{/3<K t~ . t3 )~X}~!}  
Let 7r be the projection 7r ta xK --~K If {A~ a<h} is a partit ion of /x×K such 
that J [A,~ is a normal lsomorph, then ~r[(A~ fqX~) is one to one fol some 
X~c J  ~ Let X=[-'I{X,~ a<h} Then X~J  ~ and 7 f ix  Is h to I Since Xc J  ~, 
N{X(a)  a<tz}c I *  where X(a)={/3<K (a . [3)cX} But now if /3~ 
N{X(a)  a <ix}, then lTr ~(/3)1 =ix so h >i/x Since J is clearly K+-saturated, this 
shows h ~< ix m Theorem 3 3 is best possible 
A consequence of a result ot Weglorz [22] is that every normal 1deal on K i,, a 
P-point  Several arguments involving normal ~deals make use of the fact that ff I 
is a normal ideal on K and {A.  a<K}gL  then there exists A~I  such that 
IA ,~-A I<K for every a<K ( ie  let A be the diagonal umon of the ,equeace 
{A~ a<K})  It IS not difficult to see that this same property holds for esery 
K-complete P-point  ideal on K For th~s reason, many results stated for normal 
ideals actually hold for all P-point  1deals, and hence, ff K =ix~, then for all 
K+-saturated K-complete ~deals on K As an example of this. we state a result 
from [3] (which we wdl need m Sections 5 and 7 anyway) and show how it can be 
strengthened vm Theorem 3 3 
Theorem 3.5 (see [3]) Let I 5e a normal ideal on K Then I ~s K+-saturared iff 
every normal ideal on K extending I is of the form 1 1A for some A c I ~ 
By combining Theorem 3 l with the proof of Theorem 3 5 (which occurs as 
Theorem 3 1 of [3]), it is easy to see that one obtains the foUowmg. 
Theorem 3.6. Suppose I zs a K+-saturated K-comple;e ideal on the successor 
cardinal K and suppose J is a K-complete Ideal on K extending I Then the following 
are equwalent conditions on J 
(1) J ts K'-saturated 
(2) J is a P-point 
(3) J= I [A  for some A6 I  + 
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Wc conclude this section with an apphcatlon of Theorem 3 3 to the number  of 
~o,-satutatcd ~deals on w~ Kuncn has sho~vn [14] that ff the existence ot a huge 
cardinal I~ consistent, then it I q, con'.,lstent that there is an oo,9,aturated (normal) 
~deal on ~ot (Even stronger esults have recently been obtained by Laver [15] ) It 
~s still open whether or not NS,., can be w2-saturated 
Theorem 3.7. I f  NS,,, ts o~-saturated, then there are exactly 2", w, -saturated 
o~-~oml~lete deal~ on w~ 
Proof. Let {S,, ~ <co~] be a partmon of w~ Into pmrwlse disjoint statlonary sets 
Let t = {A c co~ A ~ 0 and A ~ w~} and for each A ~ Y/' let T~ = U{S,~ ~ ~ A} It 
is not hard to check that ,! NS,o, Is w2-saturated, then {NS,o, [Tx A ~ ~} is a 
collection of 2 s~ eo2-saturated w~-complete ~deals (It turns out that they are also 
patrw~se nop ~somorph~c ) Now by Theorem 3 5, ~t NS,,,, is to~-saturated, lhen 
every normal w,-samrated ~deal on ~o~ is of the torm NS,,,, [ A for some A ~_ ~o~ 
Hence there are only 2 ~', normal ~o,-saturated ldeaN on uh and thus only 
2 ~, 2"' = 2", ~somorphs of normal ~o2-saturated ~deals on o~. Thu~. by Theorem 
3 3 there are only (2",) '~,,= 2 ~', w,_-saturated ~o~-complete ~deals on eo~ 
4. Weak regularily of K-complete ideals on K 
hr th~s ,,t:CtlOil we build on work of Baumgartnel .  Galvm~ Halnal and Mfitd m 
order to prove the following 
Theorem 4.1. I f  I t s  a tx ~-~omplete ideal on be' then I Is both (0, be 4 I. be't- 
tegulm and ( 1, ix, Ix 'l-regula~ I] t-t t~ singular, then I t s  m fa~t (0, be, tz-) -regular 
Notice that the third part of Theorem 4 1 is the analogue ot Kanamol fs  
theorem l l(I] which asserts that ff tx is singular, then every uniform ultrafilte, on 
/z ~ ~s (/x /.t ~ t-regular Our starting point m the prool of Theorem 4 1 is to apply 
Theorem l 2 to nnmed~ately obtain the destred result m the speclal case where I 
], a normal ~deal on ta ~ The first part o[ Lemma 4 2 ~s due entirely to Galvln and 
Is included ~lth his permission The second part was notlced mdependent ly  by 
(}alvin and myselt 
Lemma 4.2 (Galvml It l is a normal Meal on be~, theft I t s  both (0, be+l , ta~) -  
regular am/ ( 1 g, u ')-regular I f  ix rs singular, then I is m last  (0, be, be~ )- iegular 
Pr~J, of. ~I his tollo,~s in,mediately from Corollaries 1 3 and 1 4 
The next lemma is due to Baumgartner,  Halnal and M~t6 This Is the result we 
were referring to m the introduction when we remarked that these "regularity ot 
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~deals'" properties were actually "saturatton properhes of tdeals'" Thts will be 
further illuminated m later sections 
Lemma 4.3 (Baumgartner ct al [2]) Suppose I ts a sc-eomplew tdeal on t¢ and 
~={A,~ a<t¢}___l ~ ts smh that I IA .  ts not ~<+-saturated ]or arty a<~ Then 
there exists an I-(0, 2. t¢ )-retirement of ~ Hence, tf I ts  nowhere K*-saturated, then 
I ts  (0, 2. tc)-tegular (t e I sattsfies Fodor's property) 
The next lemma ts not really needed m thts sechon, since we only appeal to the 
spectal case of ~t that we have ~solated below as Lemma 4 5, In late~ sections, we 
will need the added gencrahty built into the statement of Lemma 4 4 
Lemta  4.4 Suppose 1 ts a ~-(omplete ideal on t¢ aad suppose {A., a<~}~_ I ~ 
sattsfies the ]ollowmg 
tTot etrery a < ~¢ there extsts a set B.  ~ ~(A .  ) ~ 1' su~)t hat there ,s an I- 
(A~. Az. ~ )-retmement ~or {C7 ~_ ~ ~} where 
C~ *-= / B ~ f-] B~ if B a ~ B~ ~ I ~. (*) 
(B.  otherwise 
Then {A. a <n~ has an I-(A~, An, ~)-re]ine'~em 
Proof. For each a < n let B,, be as guaranteed to ex~t by ( , ) ,  and let {D~. ~ff < ~} 
be the I-(A).A~, tc)-refinement for /C~ * ~<t¢} Define g g--~s: by 
g(a) = mf {13 <K:  B~ f3 B,, ~ F} 
Nouce that g(~)~<a Let T,,=D~, . . . .  U{B~ ~5<g(c~)} We claim that {T,~ t~<K} 
is the desired I-(A~, A2, K)-refinement of {A~ a < K} 
Nohce first that D,~ ''~) ~ I* and D~ ''~' c_ C~ ('~) = B,, f] B~.~, ~ A .  Also. ff £ < g(a ), 
then B~ f] B~ ~ I so T,~ is the result ot subtractmg off fewer than t¢ sets in I from a 
set of posture /-measure Hence T~GA~, and T,~cl ~ 
Next, notice that ff g (a )¢  g(/3), then T.f]Tj~=0 That is. ff g(a)<g(/3) ,  then 
T,.cB~.~, Also. ff ~<g(/3).  then T~fqB~ =0,  so Tt~f]B~.,=O Thus T.NTt~=O 
Now suppose X c_ K, OT (X) <~ A._ and OT ( n{Ta ~ c ~}) > A~ Then there exists 
an a<K such that g fX)={a} Then for all ~cX we have TacD~' Hence 
OT (n  {D? ~ c X}) > A ~ contradicting the fact that {D~ ~ < K} is an I-(A ~. Az, ~)- 
refinement of {C~ ~<K} 
NoUce that m l.emma 4 4 ff there exists a refinement {/3. ~<t¢}___ I + for 
{A,~ a < K} such that each ! [ B. ~s (A~, A~, tc)-regular |or  each a < to, then ( : )  ~s 
trivially satisfied Hence, an ~mmed~ate consequence ol 4 4 ~s the following 
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Lemma 4.5. Suppose I t s  a K-complete tdeal on K and suppose {A,~ a <~}~_ I + 
ha~ a ~efinement {B.~ ct<~}~_I  ~ such that for each a<v:  I [B , .  ts (h~,h2, K)- 
regulal Then {A,~ a < ~} has an I-(A~, h2, K) refinement 
Theorem 4 1 ~s an llnmedmte consequence of Lemma 4 2 and the following 
result 
Theorem 4.6. Suppose K = p.+ and every normal ~deal on K ts (A~, h2, K)-regular 
Then every K-complete ~deal on i< ~s (h~, h2, K)-regular 
Proof. Let I be a /<-complete ideal on K=tX + and suppose {A~ a<K}c_ I  ~ is 
given We show that {A,~ a < K} has an I-(At, Az, K)-refinement by appealing to 
Lemma45 Fix a<K and let J= I IA ,~ 
Case 1 J is nowhere ~,~-saturated 
Then, by Lemma 43  J is (0, 2, ~)- egular, so if we set B~ = A,~ then I [ B,~ is 
(h~, h~, K)-regular 
Case 2 J I A is K ~-saturated for some A ~ J* 
Without loss of generahty, assume that A c_ A~ so 3 [ A = I [ A By Theorem 3 3 
there exists a set B ~ (![ A )  + such that I [ A ] B IS isomorphic to a normal ~0eal N 
on r Let B,~=A~B Then B~(A,~)V I I  + and I [B ,~N By assumption, N is 
(h~, h~_,/<)-regular nd so it easily follows that I]  B,~ is (At, h2, K)-regular In fact, 
if h~ is a cardinal, then it is obvious that (At, h~, ~)-regulanty IS preserved by 
lsomorph~sms If At is not a cardinal, then one needs to use the fact that if f K-*K 
~ a bqectIon, then f [ C is order preserving for some set C ~ (NS.)* ~_ N ~ 
( le  let C={a<K f(a)>~a and Vl3<a( f (~)<a)})  
Corollary 4.7. Suppose K = p /  and there Is a non-reguI,Jr K-complew ideal on i< 
Then there ts a normal non-regular ideal on ~¢ 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 46  with (A~, A2, K) = (0, w, ~) 
Having completed the proo| of Theorem ~ l, It Is wortl', remarking that there Is 
a direct way to show that every bt*-complete ideal on ~ IS (1, ~, bt ~)-reg)alar 
This involves using a slightly "'suped up'" version of an Ulam mamx in the obvious 
way The usual construction of an Ulam matrix M={M(~,  a) ~<t~, a <~ ~} on 
iz ~ involves choosing, for each a<~+,  a bijectlon f~ [a[--~a and then letting 
M(~, a )= {/3 <a f~(~)= a} What we want to do IS to choose the maps f,~ more 
carefully so that if ~<~<~,  then I{~ f,~('q)=f~I~q)}[<~ This can be done by 
an inductive construction that defines f~ by a "back and torth" argument. It turns 
out that the resulting Ulam matrix M then has, in addmon to the usual properties, 
the property ~hat ff X c [~ x iz ~ ]% then [n{M(p) p ~ X}I <~ 1 We leave the details 
here for the reader 
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5. Fodor's propertT and non-regular ideals 
In the mtioduct ion we said that an 1deal I on K would be called regular lff 1t is 
(0, co, K)-regular, and we said lhat if I was (0, 2, K)-regular, then we would say I 
satisfies Fodor's property The former def inmon is motwated by ultrafilter consid- 
eraUons, while it seems likely that the latter concept ~s probably the most natural 
notion of "regular i ty" for a K-complete ideal on a successor cardinal K In thin 
section we resolve this disparity of terminology by proving that a ~-complete ideal 
I on K is regular lff it satisfies Fodor's property For the case where i ~s a normal 
Ideal, this result Is essentially due to Laver In a prel iminary version of this paper, 
we used this fact together w~th the techmques employed m prevlou~ sections to 
ehminate the normahty assumption for the case where K Is a successor cardinal 
The res)dt m Its present form, and the following elegant proof, were provided by 
the referee 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose I Is a K:complete tdeal on K Then I is regular lff I sansfies 
Fodor's property 
Proof.  Only the right to left direction reqmres proof, so suppose that I is a 
regular K-complete ideal on K, and let {A~ a < K} c I ~ be gwen Since 1 is regular 
we lose no generality m assuming that f'){A~ c~ c X} = 0 for every mfimte X ~ K 
For each /3<K we define ~(/3) (the "'occurrences of /3"') by 
Then ~(/3) is fimte, so let s,~ be the finite sequence listing the elements of ~(/3) in 
increasing order If s and t are fimte sequences we will say that s extends t lff 
s ] m = t for some m <~length (sJ, and we say s property extends t lff s extends t
but s ¢ t 
For any finite increasing sequence s of ordinals less than K and any t, ~ co let 
A(s, n)c_ K be defined by 
A(s, n) = {/3 < ~ length (s~) = n and s 0 extends s} 
Call s n-maximal ff A(~, n )~ I + but A(t, n)e I for every proper  extension t of s 
Notlce the following 
(!) if A(s, n) ~- 0, then length (s) ~< n, 
(n) if t extends s, then A(t, n)~_A(s, n), 
(m) ff A(s, n)c 1+, then there is an n-maximal t such that t extends s, 
(tv) If t is n-maximal  and t' is n' -maxlmal and A(t, n )NA( t ' ,n ' )¢O,  then 
n=n'  and t=t '  
Both (1) and (n) are obvious and (m) easily follows from (1) For (w), suppose 
13~A(t,n)f ' )A(t ' ,n ' )  Then n=length(so)=n '  and ,s 0 extends r)oth t and t' 
Thus, if t and t' are not equal, then either t is a proper extension of t' or t' is a 
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propcr cxtcnsmn of t Bul tins cont~adtcts (respectwelyi the n'-maxnnahty of t' or 
the n-naaxm~ahty o t t  
Now, ff s ~s n-maxmml amt Icngth (s)= k, wc let {B,(s, n) t<  k} be a pmrw~se 
dlslomt partmon ot A(s. n) into sets m I '  Th~s ~s possible since the regularity of I 
guarantees that I I A ~s not a prime ~deal for any A ~ I + 
F~x ~ < n Using the ~-completeness of I ~t ~s easy to find a set B~ ~ Ae. a finite 
sequence s and integers t and n such that B~eI  ~ and for every /3~Bt 
length (s~s) = n ,rod s. I (, + 1 =,  and s(t) = .~ Nonce that B~ c_ A(s. n) g A~ and so 
we can assume that /3~ = A(s, n) Hence. by (2) above, there ~s an n-maximal t
such that t extends s Let O = B,(t. n) 
To complete the proof ~t suffices to show that {C~ ~<K} ~s an I - (0,2,  K)- 
refinement of lA~ ,~<n} Nohce first that C~=B, ( t ,n )~_A( t ,n )c -A(s .n )=Bt~ 
Ae Now, suppose that ~ < ~' < ~ and assume, for contradmnon, that /3 e C, fq C c 
Let (~ = B,(t. n) and 6", = 13 (t'. n') Thcn /3 ~ A(t, n)f-I A(t ' .  n') so b~ (tv) above 
n = n' and t = t' Hence [3 c B, (t. n ) f3 B, (t, n ) so t = t' But now ~ = s~(t) = ~' winch 
~s the desired contrad~chon 
Recall that in Theorem 4 6 we proved that ff K is a successor cardmal, then all 
K-complete ideals on ~. are (A~.A2. K)-regular iff all normal Meals on K are 
(A~, A2. K/qegulal Our next goal m this section is to show that the hypothesis that 
K be a succcssor cardinal can be dropped for the specml case m which A~ =0 
Lemma 5.2. Suppose 1 ts a t,~-saturated ~¢-complete tdeal on K and f ts the 
incompressible (rood I) tumtwn gumanteed to eus~ by Solot~ay's theorem (3 2) 
Thenlo~ etc~' B~ 1 thetee~sts a set Cg I (B)  su¢h that f÷( l [B )=f~( l ) ]C  
Proof. Notice filst that I.(1 [ BI~_I ,( I )  l f (B)  That Is. ff X~f , ( I ) [ f (B ) .  then 
XA]t[3)~:] , ( I t  .,o t ~(Xf-) J (B))¢I  But f J (x ) r lBc f  ' (X )Nf  ~(f(B))= 
t ' (X ,Q/ I I3) )c l  qhw,) '  ~\tAB~I , ,o  Xc - I , ( I IB )  
qecondJv as remarked m |he palagraph following Theorem 3 2, f , ( I [  B) is a 
nomaal Meal on t. AI,.o l , ( l )  Is n~-saturated and so f , ( I ) l ] (B )  Is a normal 
i,-~-saturotcd Meal on ~¢ It now follows from Theorem 3 5 that f , ( I ]B )= 
1.~I)11(/3)1¢ lor .ome set Cc( f . ( I ) [ f (B ) ) *  But f , ( l )  l f (B ) lC= 
fd l~[ ( t lB )N( ' )  and wc can clearly assume that C~_f(B) Thus f.(IIB)= 
¢ ~(l) I C as de~.zred 
Theorem 5.3. St,ppose that ecerv normal tdeai on K is (0, A, K)-regular Then every 
K-~omplete ~deal on K t,, It), L n)-regular 
Proof. Let I b~ a K-complete 1deal on K and let {As a<K}~ I ~ be gwea To 
produce the dc~ned I-(0, A, K)-legular refinement, we appeal to Lemma 4 5 Fix 
a<l (  and let I= I IA~ 
Case 1 J t~, novq~cre K -saturated 
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Then by Lemma 4 3 J ~s (0.2,  ~)-regul,~ so d we set B,, = A.,  then l iB .  ~ 
(0, A, ~)-regular as deswed 
Case 2 J IB .  ~s ~' -saturated  lor some set B,,c~'~(A,, INI'  
Let K=J ]B .  and suppose {C,~'a<~c},---K ~ ~s Dvcn le t  t ~- - -~ be the 
incompressible (mod K) function guaranteed to exist by Theorem 3 2 For each 
t~ <~¢ we apply Lemma 5 2 to C,, to obtain a set D,, =_ f (C . )  so that ].(K I C~)= 
f . (K ) j  D,. Now consider the normal Meal f . (K)  and the collectmn {D,~ a <~}~_ 
] .(K) ~ Let {E,, a <r} be an ] . (K) - (0.  it. ~)-ref inement ot {D. a <K} and lor 
each a<~ let F,, =]  t(E, , ) fqC. We clmm that {F,. a<~} ~s the desired K-  
(0, it. ~)-ref inement of {C,, a<~} The ~mportant point to check, o |  course. ~s 
that F , ,~K '  But E.~I . ( I ) tD .=f . ( I IC . )  so E,=]  ' (E , , ) fqC~,~I  ~ Suppose 
now thai X ~ ~ and OT (X) = it and tj ~ (3~F,~ a 6 X} Tlaen ](~) ~ E.  tor all c~ ~ X 
and tln~ contradicts the tact that {F. a<~} ~s an ].(K)-(O.A, K)-refinement of 
IlL -<~} 
Hence, m Case 2 we ,,ee that J IB , , (= I [B , , )  ~s (0, A, ~:)-rcgular and so the 
theorem lollows trom Lemma 4 5 
Corollary 5.4. If there ts  a non-regular K-complete ~deal on ~<. then there ~s a 
normal tdeal on ~ that does not sattsfy Fodor s property (and hence ts also 
non - regular) 
6. An equivalence involving Ulam's problem 
Ulam's problem [7. Problem 81] ~s the following Can one define R~ ~r-addltwe 
0-1 mcasqres on w~ so that each .ubset of oJ~ IS measurable with respecl to at 
least one ot them `> Thus Ulam's problem asks about the "'saturation'" of a set of 
to~-complete deals on ~o~, and so ~t wdl be useful to extend some of the rotat ion 
and terminology of ~deals to the context of sets of ~deals 
Definition 6.1. If 5~ is a set of ideals on K, then d ;+ denotes 0{ I  ' I~5  ~, 5~ will 
be called A-saturated lff there does not exist a collection {Xo a <A}~_3 + such 
that X~ N '(1~ c N 5~ for ~ </3 < A 
In ,erms ot Defimtlon 6 1, Ulam's problem asks if there is a 2-saturated set 3 
of ~ol-complete ideals on o~ such that J,5~ t = to~ Alaoglu and Erdos [6] showed thai 
fl 5~ is a set of to ~ -complete ldeats on ~o~ and Igi<¢ol, then 3 ~ is not 2-saturated 
(Then proof actually yields that such an g is not eorsaturated J It turns out that a 
d~fferent proof of their result extends to show that if K =/~ and 5~ Is a set o', 
K-complete ideals on K such that [5~[<K, then 5 ~ is not K-saturated (s"e [20]) 
Pnkry [17] showed that Kurepa's hypothesis for co L lmphes that there is no 
(owsaturated set .~ of w~-complete ideals on ~o K such that [,~1 = to1, and it is shown 
m [20] th it m this s~tuatlon o such 5~ can even be o~2-saturated 
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A natural generahzat~on f Ulam's p~oblem would result from asking if there 
can exist a 2-satur0ted set 5~ of normal ideals on tot such that [,¢l=to~ A 
consequence of the results m this section and the next is that an affirmative 
answer to this generalized version of U lam's  problem is equivalent to the 
existence of a non-regular ~owcomplete ideal on to~ (In fact, these are just two of 
the eight equivalences listed in Theorem 7 7) In this section, however, we 
consider an arbitrary (regular) cardinal ~ and we relate the saturat ion of sets of 
normal Ideals on r to the considerations of the previous s :ctions by means of.the 
following 
Theorem 6.2. For any ~egutar uncountable ~ardmal ~ the [ollowmg assertions are 
equtvalent 
(I) There ts a non-regular ~-complete Meal on ~: 
(1) The~e t~ a nom~al non-regular ~deal .m K 
(ili) Some ~-Co.lplete tdeal on ~ (ad~ to ~aus]y Fodor's property 
(IVl Some nomial tdeal on ~ fads to sausfV Fodor's property 
(v) There ~ a ~-saturated set ~ of normal tdeals on ~ and I,¢[<~ 
ProoL The equivalence of (i)-(lV) ~s an immediate consequence of Theorems 5 1 
and 5 3, so it suffices to show that (iv) is equivalent to (v) The proof that (lV)---->(v) 
is quite easy and goes as follows Suppose (v) is false Let I be a normal  ~deal on 
and suppose {A. ~ <~}_c I '  is gwen Then .¢ ={I[A,~ ct <K} is a set of K 
normal ldeaN on ~ so 5~ ~s not ~-satuiated Hence, there exists {X~ a < K}_c 5~ + 
such that X~CqX~,~5 { foi every a<. /3<~ Fol each c~<n let B . ,= 
A~fqX.~- I J{X~ /3<t~} Since X~( I IA ,~)  ~ we have that A. ,~X, ,~ I  +, and ff 
/3 < c~, then X~ f3 X~ ~ I I A~ Thus B~ e ~(A~ ) f"l I + for every a < ~ so {B~ a < K} is 
the desired I-(0 2, n)-ref inement of {A.  c~ <K} 
The proot that (v l -~lwl  is somewhat more Involved and requires the following 
three lemmas, the hrst ot wlnch is Inspired by a proof m [2] 
Lemma 6.3. Suppose ,¢ : t l .  a < K} ~s an mdeged set of (not necessarily &street) 
nom~at ~deal~ on K none of whuh is K+-soturated Then there exists a pmrwlse 
dlslomt partmon {Z.~ ~<K} of ~ such that Z,~ c t  + for ettch o~<K 
Proof. For each a < K let d'. = {X~ [3 < K ~ }_c I~ be such that [X~, fq X~.[ < K for 
13~ </32<• '  This Is possible since Ix Is noxmaI and not K~-saturated (e g. see [2]) 
Define a function H K--7 K by 
H(~)=In f l c~_K 1{/3<n X~I~}I -K*}  
Notice that H(~-~¢ for every ~<n Choose )t <K ~ such that for every ~<K,  if 
tx<H(~)and. \ ;~ l ; , then  /3<-~ For each~ <K let2~ '={X~ ) t</3<K*}  It is 
now easy to Inductively construct a sequence ~ Y~ ~ < K} of a;stlnct sets such that 
Y~c-~'h~t,fql~ for every ~<K For each .~<;  let Y '~=Y~-V{Y, ,  H(a)<H(~)}  
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where V denotes d~agonal union Then Y~6 I~ ~mcc Y.~I~ whenever H(a)< 
H(~). It ~s now easy to see that {Y~ ~<K} has the property that IY~fq Y~, l<r  
whenever ~ ¢ ~5~. Finally, let 
Z, ,=Y' - I , _ J{Y '~ /3 < or} 
and notice that {Z~, t~ < K} ~s the desired collection 
Lemma 6.4. Suppose 5~ ts a set of nowhere r'-saturated notmal tdeals on ~ such 
that [,.tiCK Then there ex~ts a set {Y,~ a<~'}~ ~ such that Y ,~Y~NS~ 
whenever a </3 < r ~ 
Proo[. Let {I. t~ < K} be an enurr)eratlon (with repmttons if qecessary) of 5~ By 
Lemma 6 3 there exists a pmrwise dlslomt partmon {Z,~ a <~} ot r such that 
Z~ ~ I~ for every a < ~ Without loss ot generahty assume that Z~ O (a + 1)= 0 
For each a<K let {Z~ /3<r '}  be such that 7 ~-°" _ ,~(z~)nl,; and IZ~, nz~"'l<r 
whenever/3! </3~<K" . Now for each /3<~+ let Y¢~= U{Z~ c~ <~} Then Y~+ 
and if /3~#/3z. then Y~,NY~ c_U{Z~,NZ~ ~<r}cNS.  since Z~//NZ~'~_Z,~c_ 
- (a + l) and [Z~, N Z~-[ < r Thus { Y.." a < K ~ } ~s the desired collection 
Lemma 6.5. Suppose ,~ is a set of r+-saturated normal ideals on K such ~hat I,~'[ <~ K 
and ,.9 is e:-~aturated Then some normal ideal I on e: fails to satisfy Fodor's 
property 
Proof. Let {I~, a < K} be an enumeration (with repltlt~ons d necessary) of ~, and 
let I=  N{I~ c~<g} Then I is clearly a normal ideal and we claim that I is 
K+-saturated If not, then there exists a collection {X~ t~<K~}c_ I t such that 
IX~ fqX~l<g for ~/3  (because I is normal) But then tor each a <K ~ there is 
some /3<K such that X~I~,  so we get a set X_~'  such that [XI=K ~ and 
{X. a ~ X} shows that some I~ is not ~ +-saturated 
Thus I is a normal r ~-saturated ideal and each I~ ~ is a normal ideal 
extending I Hence, It follows from Theorem 3 5 that there is a set {A~ c~ <K}___ 
V such that for each a < K I~ :: I ] A~ 
Suppose, fo: contradiction, that I satisfies Fodor's property Then there exists 
an I -(0,2, K)-refir.ement {B~ a<K} of {A. a<K} if IIB,~ is r-satur~ted for 
~ome c~ <r ,  then clearly I fails to satisfy Fodor's property and we are done 
Suppose then that each II B~ is not K-saturated and let {B~"/3 <r}  be a palrwlse 
disjoint pamhon of /3~ into sets m I + For each /3~K let C~= L_J{B~ C~<K}. 
Then {C e /3 < r} show~ that ~ is not K-saturated, and this contradlctlcn com- 
pletes the proof 
With these lemmas at our disposal we can now prove that if every norm~d 1deal 
on r satisfies Fodor's property, then there is no K-saturated set ~ of normal ideals 
on K such that IJ¢l <~ g- 
~0 A D Taylor 
Proof that 1l~eorem 6.2 (v) --* (iv). Assume that every normal Ideal on K s,mslies 
Fodor's pro0erty and let ..~ be a set of norma, ideals on K such that I,~t~K We 
define sets .~.,.¢~ and ~2 as follows 
~t., = {i c.~ 1 is nowhere K -saturated}. 
51={I~.q' ~A~c- l ' s t  I] A~ ~s K~-saturatcd}, 
5~: - {I [ A~ I~,.¢~} 
By Lemma 64  there exists a set {Y. a<K'}c_5~)  such that Y, , f - ' IY~NS~ 
whenevm a </3 < K- At most one Y,. can be of J -measure one for any 3lngle 
J ,_ 5~, since NS~ ~_ J Hence we can choose y < K ~ such that Y.,~J× for any J ~ 6'~ 
Let A=Ya and let B=K-A  Then A~.~(+), BeS~ and A fqB=0 
Applying Lemma 6 5 to { J IB  J e..¢~} ymld, a patrw~se dlsjoml partit ion 
{B~ {<K} of B such that for each sc<K B,~-,.¢~_~¢~ S~mdarly, ff we apply 
Lemma 6 4 to { I IA  I~ .}  we obtain a pmrw~se disjoint par tmon {A~ sO<K} of 
A such that for each s c < ~< Ae 6-¢~) But now {B, U A e ~:< K} shows that ¢ )s not 
K-saturated 
7. Dense sets and oil-complete ideals on co~ 
As previously remarked, our mvest,~at~ons of these regularity pmpethes  of 
K-complete ~deals on K were mspued by Fodor's questmn as to whether  or not 
NS .... satisfies what we call Fodor's property 0e  (O, 2, o~)-regulanty) This 
question was the central issue dealt with by Baumgartner  et al [2], where they 
point out that some specml features arise when considering the problem w~th 
respect to {orcomplete ~deals on w) as opposed to )<-complete ~deals on some 
larger successor cardinal ~< In this context hey work w~th a condmon that appears 
somewhat echmcal m [2] but is actually qmte natural when Isolated as m the 
tol lowmg defimhon 
DefinRion "/.1. A K-complete Ideal I on K is stud to have a dense set o] size K lff 
throe exl~t~ ~ ~ I '  such that I/tt = K and such that for every Y c I '  there exists 
\ ' c '¢  such that R -Y~- I  
If I ~s a ~<-cornplete ~deal on K, then we let ~(K) / I  denote the Boolean algebra 
o) subsets o) K rood I Then I has a dense set of size J< (in the sense of Defimtlon 
7 1) lff @(K)/I has a dense set of size K (in the "'forcing theoretm'" sense) The 
re,ult that we wish to both use and to generahze ~s the following 
Lemma 7.2 (Baumgartner et al [2]) Suppose I zs a normal ideal on (o~ sitch that 
there ts tm set A c I + for whith I IA  llas a dense set o¢ s~ze oJ l Then I satts)es 
l;~>dot' s property 
Regulumy Im~pertles o] uleals and uhratdters 5 l 
The techmques developed m the prevtous sectton allow us to obtain the 
following strengthening of Lemma 7 2 Thts result was nonced mdepende~;tly b
Balcar and Vo] t~ [1] (wa a rather d~fferent proof} 
Theorem 7.3. For any co,-¢ omplete tdeal 1 on co, yl~e following are equwatent 
(~) I fads to satisfy Fodor's property 
(n) I 1 A has a dense set of s~ze co t for ~ome ~set A c I ' 
Proof. (n)--~h) Let {A~ a<co~} be a dense set of stze w~ for / IA  If I satisfies 
Fodor's property, then there exists an I - (0.2,  co j)-refinement {B~ a < co j} ~ U of 
{A,, a <cot} Clearly {B,. c~ < ~o~} is also a dense set ot stze co~ for I [ A fo r  each 
a <oJ~ let {B~. B~} be a pmrwEe d~slomt part,lion of B.  fq A into sets of positive 
/ -measure and let B=~J{B',~ a<,,~t} Then B6( I fA ) '  but B'~_B, . -B  for 
every a<co~ so {B~ a<co~} ~ qot a dense set for I IA  
(t)--~(n) Suppose that no I IA  has a den.e set ol stze cot for any A¢U We 
show that I t s  (0, 2, w~)-regular by appeahng to Lemma 4 5 Suppose then that 
{A, , 'a<co~}~l '  ts gwen Ftx a<w~ and let J= I IA ,~ It J ~s nowhere co2- 
saturated, then J ts (0,2, co~)-regular by Lemma 4 3 Otherwme J IB  ts ,oz- 
saturated for some B ~ ~(A , . )N J  + so by Theorem 3 3 we obtain a set B,~ ~ J '  
such that J I B,, ~ N for some normal ideal N on to~ Clcarly N I A h~s no dense 
set of stze co~ for any A ~ N ~ so Lemma 7,2 guarante6s that J [ B. ~s (0, 2. w~)- 
regular Thus {A,~ a <col} has an I-(0. 2, co~)-refinemdnt a', des,red 
A consequence of Theorem 5 1 ts that an w:complete  ideal on co~ ts regular lff 
~t sattsfies Fodor's property Theorem 7 2 ytelds a much easter proof of this result 
(tor co~) s l ice ttm qmte easy to see that a dense set {A~ a < oJ~} for I cannot have 
an 1-(0. co, co~)-refinement However, Theorem 4 1 does guarantee that a dense 
set for ~ has an l-((t, co+ l.co~l-refinement Thts ytelds the following rather 
striking "structure thce rem" for dense ~ets Theorem 7 4 is due. m part, to Start 
Wagon 
Theorem 7.4. Suppose I zs an co~-complete ~deal on co~ and I has a dense set ot szze 
co~ Then I has u dense set { B~ a <co~} such that if ~ < a, then e~ther B~3 ~ B .  or 
B~ nB~ =0 
ProoL Let {S~ a<~o~}~I  + be a dense set for I and let {A~ a<~oj} be the I- 
(0, w+ 1, Wl)-refinement of {So a <co~} guaranteed to exist b~ Theorem 4 1 We 
now inductively define a refinemel.t {B~ a <w~} ___ I" ot {A,~. a <~o~} as follows 
If B~ has been defined for every /3 <a,  then each point ~c-A~ occurs in only 
finitely many B~'s for ~ <a (since mtersecuons of type co + 1 are empty) Hence 
there exmts a set B~(Ao)N/+ and a set s~[a]  .... such that if /3<a then 
B e f3 B~, ¢ 0 if[/3 6 S~ ~ff B~ ~ B~ Deleting repetltmns from {B,~ ~ < <} yields the 
aes~red set 
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Corollary 7.$. Suppose Its an tol-complete ideal on tol and I has a dense set of size 
tol Let Seq= U{"tol n~to} Then I has a dense set {C, scSeq} sattsfymg the 
]ollowmg 
(l) l f  scSeq  and e<tol,  then C~, ~C,  
(n) lf  s~Seq and el<e, ,<¢Ol,  then C, ~ f3Co-~,=0 
Proof. Let {B~ a <to1} be a dense set for I as guaranteed to exist by the proof of 
Theorem 7 4 and, without loss of generality, assume that Bo = to1 If 0<a <to~, 
then {/3 < to1 Bo ~-/3o} ts a finite subset of a contaming 0 Hence, we can define a 
function f to~-{O}--->~ol by 
f fa )= largest /3 such that B e _~ B~ 
We begin by constructing a tree ~-,. having the following properties" 
(i) the nodes of ~-o are precisely the elements of {B~ a <tot}, 
(u) the ~mmedlate successors of a gwen node are palrwise disjoint subsets of 
the given node. 
(lU) 3",, is of height to and is ~tot branching 
Let to~ = Bo be the root of the tree Proceeding inductively, suppose that the 
hrst n levels of the tree have been constructed and that B e ~s a node on level n 
Let the immediate successors of B e be {B~ ] (a)=/3} Clearly each such B. is a 
~ubset of B~ To see that the successors are pairwlse disjoint, suopose f (a ~)=/3 = 
](a.) and B~, A B~ # 0 If/3 < a~ < a2, then B~, _ /3~ and a~ >/3 so f(a~) = a~ and 
t)n,, is a contradiction Finally. we show that each B,~ occurs on the tree (and this 
will dlso force the tree to have height to) For the sake of contradmt~on suppose 
,s the least ordinal such that B,~ does not occur on the t.ee Then a>0 so 
l (a)  < a Thus B¢.~) occu~ ~ on the tree and hence, by our construction. B,~ occurs 
as an immediate successor of Bf.~) 
To complete the proof of Corollary 7 5 we modify ~o so that the resulting tree 
ts exactly to~-branchmg This modification is made possible by the following 
observation the set of nodes of 9-,) having exactly tot lmmedmte successors is 
dense m O- o That is. ff B. is a node of ~-o. then the set of (eventual) successors of 
B~ m O-(, is clearly a dense set for I I B,~, and hence must be of cardmahty to~ The 
clmm now follows since a countably branching tree of height to has only ~o nodes 
Given this observation, we modify ~)  level by level as follows Level 0 is not 
changed Suppose the first n levels have been altered and let B,~ be an arbitrary 
node on level n + 1 Choose B e so that B e is an eveptual successor of B,~ (in ~-o) 
and ~uch that B6 has exactly to~ tmmedmte successors If Bz occurs on level k, 
then we let the new set of successors of B~ be the set of all B.,'s that occur on 
level k + 1 and that are successors of B~ (m 9-o) Notice that the nodes of the 
resulting tree still constitute a dense set since each node of ~o contains (as a 
subset) at least one node of the resulting tree Th~s completes the proof 
In recent unpubhshed work, Laver has shown that MA~, (1 e Martin's axiom 
for R~. see [19]) ~mphes that every uniform ultrafilter on w~ is regular Tl~.e results 
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of this sectmn allow us to prove the analogous result for to:complete ideals on 
tol" 
Theorem 7.6. Assume ,MA~, Then every to:complete ,deal on to~ ~s regular. 
Proof. Suppose J is a nine-regular to:complete ideal on to~ Then, by Corollary 
5 4, there is a normal ideal N on ~o~ such that N does not satisfy Fodor's property. 
Hence, by Theorem 7 3, N I A has a dense set of s~ze to~ for some A e N ~ Let 
I= N IA, and let {/3, s~ Seq} be a dense set for I as guaranteed to exist by 
Corollary 7 5. Our goal v, to use MAs, to (generically) obtain a regressive funcuon f 
with domain {a<to~ of is limit ordinal} such that for every a<to  
{s~Seq a~f(B,)} is dense in the tree Seq. 
Let P consist of all pairs F= (f, A) such hat (1)-(3) are satisfied 
(I) [ is a finite regressive function and dora (f) ~_ {c~ < to~: a is a hm~t ordinal} 
(2) A is a finite subset of to tx Seq. 
(3) If (a, s)~A and ~dom (f)f'lB,, then f(~)~a 
Let P=(P ,  ~)where  (f~,At)<~(f.2_, A~) iff ft-_f2 and A~ ~A2 
For each (a, s)~ to~ ×seq let 
D(ot, s) .= {(/, A )e  P '::t,~ <to t(a, s'-'~) ~A} 
Then D(a, s) is dense in P That is, given (f, A )e  P and (a, s)~ tot × Seq we can 
choose ~ < to ~ such that dom (f) n B¢~ --- 0 (because B~-~, n B~- ~ = 0 tor ~ ~ ~2) Then 
(f, A tA {(a, ~'~)}~PND(a, s) and (f, A U{(a, s"~)}) ~< if, A) 
For each hmlt ordinal ~ to~-{0} let 
E(.~) = {(/, A ) e e.  ~ e dom (f)} 
We claim that E(()  is dense m P To see this, suppose ( f ,A)~P ts given and 
assume (w lo .g )  that (~dom(f )  Choose a<~ such that (a,s)c~A for any 
s e Seq Then (fU {(~, ~)}, A )e  P NE(~) and (fU{((, a)}, A )~ (~', A) 
Before checking hat P satisfies the countable chain condition, we show that 
this will work 
Let G be a P-generic set such that G f3 D(a, s) ¢ 0 and G f'l E(~) ¢ 0 for every 
(a, s)~ to l x Seq and every hmit ordinal ~ ~ to.-{0} Let L = {~ < to~" ~ > 0 and ~ is 
a hmlt ordinal} and define f L ~ tot by f(~) = a lff (~, a) e f '  for somz if', A') e G 
Then f is well-defined, regressive and dom (f)= L since G f'l E (~)~ 0 for every 
~ L Since I is normal ~e bare L ~ I* so there exists a < to~ such that f-~(a) ~ I ÷. 
Since {B~ s ~ Seq} is a dense set for L there exists s ~ Seq such that B~ - f(a) E L 
Consider (a, s) Choose (f', A')e G riD(a, s), and let ~to l  be such that (a, s~)e 
A '  Suppose that ~ ~ dom (f) < B~ e and f(~) = a Then there exists (f", A") e G such 
that (~, a )e  f" But (f', A') and (f", A") are then incompatible since ~ e B~-~ and 
(a. ~)  e A '  and f"(~) = a Hence for every ~ ~ dom (f) f'l B~ we have f(~) ~ a Thus 
Bc~ n L ~ B, - f- ~(a) contradicting the fact that B~ - f- ~(a) e L 
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Thus, to complete the proof, it suffices to show that P has the countaole chain 
eondmon Suppose not and let {F. ~<021} be an (indexed) set o: palrwme 
mcompanble lement', of P where F,~ =([~,A~)  By the usual ~l-system and 
thinning arguments ~see [2] for a typical instance and reterences) we ca J assume 
the lol lowmg 
(i) /dora (f.) a<to l}  forms a ,I-system with kernal D 
(11) f,~ID =ft~ ]D for every a./3 <to1 
(m) {A. a<to~} forms a J - sys tem (m 021 xSeq)  
(w) There eMsts n.~_to such that if (a , s )~A~ for ~ome (3<a~1, then 
length (s )~ < n. 
For /31 </32. F¢~, Is incompatible with F .  lff either (a) or (b) holds 
lal 3ta.  s le  A~, and _~cdom(f~ )NB, -D  such that fe (~)=a 
/b) ::lla. s)cAl~ and ~cdom(f t~, ) f )B , -D  such that ft~,(sc)=a 
Define g [tod2--~2 by g({B|,/32})=0 lff /31</32 and (a) holds Using the 
partition relation tol-->(02 + 1, o9) 2 we consider two cases 
Case 1 There is a set of order type to + 1 homogeneous for 0 Let F = I f. A)  be 
the "to + 1st point" ol the homogeneous set Hence we get (remdexmgl {F,, n e to} 
such that the tollowmg holds 
Vne023(a, , ,%,)cA, ,  and ~cdom(f )NB, , s t  /( ,~)=a,, 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the same ~dom (f) works for 
ever~ n e 02 Now {so Seq ,~e B, and length (s )~no} is finite so we can assume 
that s,, = s for all n e to But of course we have a single a such that a = a,, for all n 
since % is lust f(~) Thus la, s) occurs in the kernal of the A-system for 
{A~ a <02~} Hence (a, s]~ A so f(,~)~ a This contradmtlon shows that Case 1 
~.dnnot OCCUl 
Case 2 There is a set ot order type to homogeneous for 1 Remdexmg. we can 
assume that {F,, n ~,~9} is the homogeneous set. and wc have 
~/n>0=l~e% s, , )~A,  and F~dom(f . )NB. , , -Ds t  / , ,( ,~)=a. 
As befor~ can ,ssume that the same ~_dom~f . )  works ior every n>0 and 
thus that s,, = s tot every n ~ 02 (using (iv) again) If f.(,~) = c~. then % = a for all n 
so (m s) is again m the kernal ot the /I-system for {A,~ a <to~} so fo(~/~ a Hence 
Case 2 cannot occur elthel and so P has the countable chain condmon as desired 
We conclude with a final result that involves some restating of previous results 
but which serves as a reasonable summary concerning the regularity of 021- 
complete Ideals on 02~ 
Theorem 7.7. The following assertions are equivalent, and all hold ,] MA~, 
( l)  No normal tdeal on o21 has a dense set o] size to1 
(2) No 021-contplete ideal on o91 has a dense set of size ¢o l
(3) Et)erv normal ~deal on to~ i~ re~ulm 
does 
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(4) Every col-complete ideal on co t t s  regular. 
(5) Every normal Meal on co~ satls~es Fodor's property 
(6) Every all-complete tdeal on co I satss/ies Fodor's property 
(7) If # ts an col-saturated set of normal tdeal~ on co~, t'zen [.~l>co3 
(8) If # ts a set of normal tdeal~ on co~ and I,]' l - o'l. then there extst,s a ,~et 
X~co l  such that for every I t , : /X~( IU I * )  
Proof .  The  eqmva leqce  of  the  f irst seven  ta l lows  f ro r  • fev lous  rc',ult,, C lear ly  (7) 
lmphes  (8) To  see  that  (8) lmphes  (1) ~uppose  r , a normal  tdea l  on  ,.o~ and  
{X~ c~<co l} l sadenseset fo r l  Le t  ={llX <o~} Then # shows  that  (8) 
fads  ¢The fact  that  (8) lmphes  (! is du:" . tan  Wagon.  and  was  not i ced  
mdependent ly  by  Ba lcar  and  Vo l t  , [1 ] )  
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